Recently, pure shift NMR methods have delivered ultrahigh resolution broadband proton NMR spectra that display singlet peak per chemical site. BASH/HOBS (band selective homo-decoupling/homonuclear band selective) decoupling is the only method that provides singlet only spectrum for a selected signal or a group of signals with a sensitivity higher than regular proton NMR, and an order of magnitude higher than broadband pure shift techniques. It is this aspect that makes this technique important. In the present work, we show that perfect echo (PE) when combined with band selective homo-decoupling 
Introduction
Multidimensional NMR and high eld magnet development have improved resolution greatly. Nevertheless, the complexity of the molecular systems that are investigated now a days are such that resolution of proton NMR spectra is oen not adequate to reveal all the spectral information. The limited chemical shi dispersion and broad multiplet pattern in proton NMR spectrum still limits resolution to the extent that resolving peaks in crowded spectral regions oen becomes a tedious task. Thus, achieving high resolution has been the focus of various NMR methodology development.
In recent years, a large number of NMR methods have been developed that focus on improving the resolution via refocusing of homonuclear scalar coupling interaction which otherwise lead to the broad multiplet structure. All these methodologies are collectively coined as Pure Shi (PS) NMR methods as they produce spectrum that display singlet peak per chemical site (and hence ultrahigh-resolution). Pure shi NMR which converts multiplets to singlets via refocusing of homonuclear scalar couplings such as Zangger-Sterk (ZS) method, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Bilinear Rotation Decoupling (BIRD), [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and PSYCHE (PS yielded by chirp excitation) [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] produces broadband pure shi spectrum at a signicant cost of sensitivity relative to regular proton NMR spectrum.
Selective methods such as BASHD (band-selective homonuclear decoupling) or HOBS (homonuclear band-selective) produces ultrahigh resolution spectrum for a signal or a group of signals in a narrow band. [19] [20] [21] [22] Even though this technique is not broadband, it offers sensitivity higher than regular proton NMR and an order of magnitude higher than the broadband pure shi techniques.
PS NMR with J-coupling information has also been developed to measure J-coupling in crowded spectral regions.
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Two dimensional (2D) correlation experiments such as TOCSY, 6, 24 NOESY, 7 COSY, 7 and HSQC 13, 15, 17 have taken advantage of the ultra-high resolution available from various PS techniques such as ZS, BIRD, PSYCHE, and BASHD.
One dimensional PS proton spectrum can be recorded by utilizing either the faster real-time approach or slower data chunking technique (also called pseudo 2D). PS NMR in direct or indirect dimension along with covariance processing can also produce doubly PS 2D correlation map. Some 2D techniques incorporate PS utilizing data chunking in a pseudo 3D scheme which takes longer experimental time. 14, 15, 33 There are also other schemes in liquid state NMR which are used to suppress the effect of homonuclear scalar couplings such as SITCOM effect [34] [35] [36] [37] and perfect echo (PE) 15, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] based decoupling. Recently PE has been integrated with various NMR pulse schemes to improve their performance. 15, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] The original PE scheme fully refocuses both chemical shi as well as coupling evolution in two spin systems but also works well for multiple spin systems when inter-pulse delays are kept short. Interestingly the method simply employs nonselective pulses in the sequence 90 x -s-180 y -s-90 y -s-180 y -s and J-coupling is refocused by the non-selective 90 y pulse applied at the centre of the sequence.
Recently, perfect echo has been integrated with slice selective broadband decoupling or ZS scheme to enable decoupling of spin pairs that share the same slice, or in other words closely resonating coupled signals. 46 This method improves sensitivity of the ZS sequence and provides superior performance for strongly coupled spin systems. Since the ZS scheme actually performs a spatially encoded band selective homo-decoupling, by same logic, one could improve the decoupling performance of the most sensitive homo-decoupling technique-BASHD. Therefore, in the present work, we show that perfect echo can be combined with band selective homo-decoupling to increase the bandwidth of the BASHD experiment resulting in reduced experimental time for this class of experiments. The new method coined as PE-BASHD permits simultaneous decoupling of two closely resonating coupled signals using the pseudo 2D approach in a single experiment which otherwise demands two separate BASHD experiments. Whenever two coupled signals are very close in frequency, highly selective refocusing pulses are required to decouple these signals from each other. As a result two separate band selective experiments becomes necessary for observing the two homo-decoupled signals separately. It is highly desirable to decouple the two closely resonating signals in a single experiment from each other as well as from the rest of the signals. with the decoupling of the spins which are coupled within the H a band in a single BASHD experiment. In order to address these issues, a new scheme that combines band-selective decoupling and perfect echo based decoupling has been developed. Below we describe this method and its applications to cyclosporine A and strychnine molecules.
Description of the pulse sequence
The pulse sequence for PE-BASHD scheme is shown in Fig. 1B . Fig. 1C is the schematic spectrum from a hypothetical three spin system designated as ADM with the chosen coupling network as shown. This spectrum will be used to describe how contains an AB two-spin system (pertaining to the side-chain olenic protons as shown in residue 1 of the cyclosporine structure in Fig. 3A ) where A and B signals are coupled within the H a band and cannot be decoupled from each other by a band selective refocusing pulse that covers the whole H a region, although they are decoupled from the rest. The use of a highly selective pulse to decouple these two olenic proton signals (marked with asterisk in Fig. 3A ) individually will demand a highly selective pulse and more experiments. Also it should be noted that real-time BASHD approaches are not suitable when very long refocusing pulse becomes inevitable to decouple closely resonating coupled signals (severe linebroadening along with severe data-chunking artifact). In all such cases, it would be highly desirable to keep using a band selective pulse on both signals A & D and decouple the A & D Jcoupling interaction using the well-known perfect echo decoupling within a pseudo 2D framework. The PE-BASHD pulse sequence of and 'h' by introducing a non-selective refocusing pulse immediately preceding the band selective pulse b AD (just aer time point 'e'). The PE-BASHD scheme is compatible with only the pseudo 2D mode of acquisition.
Results and discussion

Application to strychnine
A three spin system akin to that described in the pulse sequence section can be found in the strychnine molecule shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 2g ) in regular proton spectrum with an intensity pattern that of a moderately strongly coupled spin pair (J/Dn ¼ 13 Hz/32 Hz ¼ 2.5).
Initially the BASHD and PE-BASHD spectra were recorded (in pseudo 2D mode) to simultaneously decouple these two signals (H 23a and H 23b ) from rest of the signals as well as from each other i.e. the selective refocusing pulse (37.7 ms) had a bandwidth that covers both of these signals H 23a/b . PE-BASHD spectrum in Fig. 2e displays singlet for each of these two signals while the BASHD spectrum in Fig. 2f shows the doublet pattern instead of the dd pattern in the regular proton NMR (Fig. 2g) . In other words BASHD scheme decouples only the passive couplings to the third signal at 5.9 ppm (H 22 ) and does not refocus the active coupling between H 23a and H 23b . In contrast the PE-BASHD spectrum refocuses the active as well as passive coupling simultaneously. The results indicated better efficiency of PE-BASHD than BASHD for decoupling two scalar coupled signals simultaneously from each other as well as from the rest of the signals in a single experiment.
Separate real-time BASHD experiment that selectively refocuses signal H 23a or H 23b were also performed (this required longer pulse of duration 84 ms as they are closely resonating) and spectra are displayed in and 180 pulses, respectively. Selective pulses are indicated by black shapes. In (B), the gradients G 1 and G 3 are used for coherence selection and a gradient amplitude ratio of 35 : 90 can be used. An interferogram-based acquisition (pseudo 2D) is used and the duration of the data chunks is equal to twice the 16 and 16 , where p 16 is the length of the gradient (800 ms) and d 16 is a recovery delay (200 ms). Scalar coupling refocusing is achieved at time point 'h', while chemical shifts are refocused at 'g' of the first t 1 increment. Phase cycling:
(C) is the schematic proton spectrum from the hypothetical three spin system designated as ADM.
However, when pseudo 2D based BASHD experiment is performed for each of these two closely resonating signals separately, showed signicant decoupling efficiency (singlet with 0.98 Hz FWHH), no chunking artifact, and also sensitivity nearly two times the PE-BASHD (compare Fig. 2e vs. 2c & 2e vs. 2d). Thus BASHD experiment could decouple the two signals in two separate experiments in real-time as well as pseudo 2D mode. However, only pseudo 2D mode spectra were of good quality in this case. The PE-BASHD spectrum accomplished this task in a single pseudo 2D experiment.
The sensitivity of real-time BASHD experiment will be higher than pseudo 2D if carried out for same amount of experimental time (Fig. 2b vs. 2d or 2b vs. 2e) . In other words, Fig. 2b (recorded in 53 seconds) has a signal intensity which is 5 times less than Fig. 2d or 2e (recorded for 7 minutes). Had Fig. 2b been carried out for 7 minutes it would have higher signal intensity. However, the line-broadening (8 Hz in Fig. 2a and b ) in real-time mode spectra removes the desired objective of homo-decoupling (the goal of which was line narrowing by replacing the broad multiplets by singlets). The real time method works well when refocusing pulses between the data chunks are of small duration relative to the duration of one data chunk. However, when refocusing pulse gets longer, its advantages are outweighed by line broadening and chunking artefact as demonstrated in Fig. 2a and b (84 ms pulse vs. 25 ms data chunk duration).
Comparison of pseudo 2D based BASHD spectrum of Fig. 2d vs. PE-BASHD spectrum in Fig. 2e indicates that the baseline is distorted near the two singlets in the PE-BASHD spectrum which is a consequence of the deviations from the perfect echo property. This aspect will be further claried with numerical simulations at the end of the results and discussion.
In overall, the PE-BASHD experiment can decouple two coupled signals within the same band. This relaxes the stringent condition of studying one signal at a time in BASHD experiment to at least two signals simultaneously when integrated with the perfect echo. Thus, shorter pulses can be used for homo-decoupling in PE-BASHD scheme relative to the regular BASHD scheme. The PE-BASHD sequence is two times longer than the BASHD sequence ( (Fig. 2e ) when compared to the FWHH of 0.98 Hz and 1.2 Hz of the BASHD spectra respectively ( Fig. 2c and d) . It should be noted that perfect echo refocuses homonuclear scalar couplings via exchange of the antiphase magnetizations. A product operator calculation (SI Section 1.3 †) reveals that decay rate of the refocused inphase magnetization of each signal is determined by its own in-phase transverse relaxation rate and also by the faster antiphase relaxation rate of the its coupled neighbour. Thus an averaging of relaxation rates occurs. In summary, PE-BASHD spectrum displays that combined effect of perfect echo and BASHD can be exploited to decouple any two closely resonating coupled signals within the same band.
Application to cyclosporine A
The performance of the PE-BASHD experiment was also evaluated on a cyclosporine A (CsA) sample which is an 11 residue cyclic undecapeptide. Fig. 3A shows the structure of CsA along with the numbering of the amino acid residues. Fig. 3B is the regular proton spectrum of CsA, and Fig. 3C is the expanded view of the H a signals. Fig. 4A can also be compared to the portion of their regular proton NMR shown with a small box above. This reveals that multiplet pattern for each of these signals are now replaced by a doublet as the effect of scalar couplings to side chain protons are now refocused rendering them effectively behave as two spin systems-suitable for decoupling by perfect echo. Thus, the band selective refocusing pulse that is simultaneously applied on both H N and H a signals has the overall effect of mimicking a coherence evolution that is akin to two spin systems for all of these ten signals. This is simply accomplished by decoupling these signals from the rest of the side chain proton signals via band selective decoupling. Now, the perfect echo decoupling which is effective along with the BASHD in PE-BASHD scheme further refocuses the 3 J H N -H a residual scalar couplings for these ten signals simultaneously. This results in the PE-BASHD spectrum which display singlet peak per chemical site simultaneously for all the H N and H a signals in a single band selective homo-decoupling experiment. Due to longer transverse relaxation of the PE-BASHD experiment, signals 9, 1, 6, 10, and 11 in Fig. 4B display on average 40% less sensitivity than 4A which is also demonstrated in Fig. 3D vs. 3E.
Investigation of strong coupling behaviour using numerical simulation
Since the PE-BASHD pulse sequence is designed for decoupling two signals coupled within the same band, it will be worthwhile to consider the effect of increasing strong coupling on the efficiency of refocusing of in-phase signals by perfect echo property. In the PE-BASHD pulse sequence, the band-selective decoupling is targeted at refocusing the passive couplings i.e. the coupling of the two active spins (inside the band) with passive spins which are outside the band. For refocusing the active couplings, the crucial role is played by the perfect echo based refocusing of in-phase signals via exchange of the antiphase coherences. This aspect of the perfect echo is well documented in the literature for the weakly coupled case. Here we evaluate the refocusing property for increasing strong coupling effect. Further the recent PEPSIE sequence has also been analysed comprehensively for the weak as well as strong coupling cases using product operator as well as density matrix calculations. These calculations were done under the assumption that for a two spin system (AX and AB) the slice selection gradient can be turned off, under which condition our PE-BASHD sequence also becomes identical to PEPSIE sequence. Therefore, the calculations necessary for the PE-BASHD sequence are identical to those that has been already performed and reported by J. Ilgen et al. 46 for the PEPSIE sequence, and hence we refer to their work for getting an insight into the effect of strong coupling on the PEPSIE and hence also on the PE-BASHD sequence.
In the present work, we show the results of numerical simulation using the full Hamiltonian and the full propagator for a two spin system AX for various cases of Dn/J (ratio of chemical shi difference and homonuclear J-coupling constants) values ranging from weakly coupled to strongly coupled case for the perfect echo sequence (detailed in ESI †). Since in a strongly coupled system, the refocusing pulses lead to coherence transfer between the coupled signals, this will add more complexity to the exchange of antiphase coherences. Thus, there are multiple coherence transfer feasible in the perfect echo sequence due to the presence of two refocusing pulses separated by a 90 pulse.
The idea is to see the effect of strong coupling on the perfect echo which is the heart of the PE-BASHD sequence as well as the PEPSIE sequence. In order to gain insight into the complex spin dynamics as the spin system transits from a weakly coupled case (AX) to a strongly coupled case (AB) we simulated the modulation of I Y SQ (Single Quantum) coherence of spin A as a function of the delay s for the different Dn/J values for the (1) perfect echo sequence as shown in Fig. S2A , † and (2) double spin echo sequence as shown in Fig. S2B . † We predict that in the regime Dn [ J the double spin echo (DSE) will lead to modulation of the I Y SQ coherence as the spin echo does not refocus the homonuclear scalar coupling J. But for the perfect echo sequence I Y SQ coherence will not show any modulation due to the refocusing of the scalar coupling as is also conrmed from various experimental results in many publications. Again when Dn ¼ 0, the behaviour of the two sequence will be same as the strong coupling Hamiltonian commutes with the coherence in such a case and hence no modulation of the I Y SQ coherence is expected. Then we will look into the intermediate regime where Dn is comparable to J.
(a) In Fig. 5a , for Dn/J ¼ 87.7 the spin system AX is a weakly coupled system. The thin blue curve is the modulation of the inphase SQ coherence I Y of spin A as a function of the interval s in the double spin echo sequence [p/2 x -s-p y -s-s-p y -s]. The blue curve indicates that I Y is modulated by homonuclear scalar coupling J, as the simple spin echo does not refocus the effect of homonuclear scalar couplings. In contrast, in-phase SQ coherence I Y when plotted as a function of the interval s in the perfect echo sequence [p/2 x -s-p y -s-p/2 y -s-p y -s] does not display any modulation as indicated by the red curve in the same plot 5a. The red curve is completely at and does not deviate from the normalized magnitude À1. This conrms that perfect echo sequence refocuses the effect of homonuclear scalar couplings for Dn/J ¼ 87.7.
(b) In Fig. 5b , Dn/J ¼ 10, the spin system AX is still weakly coupled. The thin blue curve is the modulation of the in-phase SQ coherence I Y of spin A as a function of the interval s in the double spin echo sequence. The I Y coherence remains modulated by homonuclear scalar coupling J, although the modulation pattern is slightly different from the previous case as in (a) .
In contrast I Y coherence in the perfect echo sequence does not display any modulation as is indicated by the red curve in the same plot 5b. But the red curve is not completely at as in case (a), the magnitude of I Y coherence shows a very small uctuation between À0.97 and À1 which is periodic in nature as is visible from the baseline. In overall the perfect echo sequence refocuses the effect of homonuclear scalar couplings effectively. curves). More importantly, the I Y coherence in the perfect echo sequence (the red curves) also displays an increasing amplitude of modulation with increasing strong coupling Dn/J values of 4, 3, 2, and 1. For Dn/J values of 2 (in Fig. 5f ) the decrease in the amplitude of I Y in-phase coherence is as low as À0. 4 . This implies some portion of the in-phase magnetization gets converted to other type of coherences which have different properties and hence leads to baseline distortions. Due to this modulation of I Y coherence the spectrum will deviate from the simple singlet only peaks. It is to be noted that there is a sharp increase in the modulation of I Y coherence as Dn/J values becomes smaller than 4. This is in agreement with the calculations performed and reported by J. Ilgen et al.
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(e) Finally for strong coupling Dn/J values of 0.087 in Fig. 5h , the spin system approaches an A 2 system. Consequently neither double spin echo nor perfect echo sequence shows any modulation of I Y in-phase coherence as displayed by the blue and red curves staying close to the baseline and maintaining an amplitude which is close to À1 for all range of s delays.
Experimental evaluation of the effect of strong coupling on the PE-BASHD sequence
Experimental as well as simulated PE-BASHD spectra were obtained from a strongly coupled AB system in 2,3-dibromothiophene to systematically investigate the effect of strong coupling. The two protons in this molecule show a temperature dependent chemical shi difference for a xed ratio of the chosen solvent mixtures of benzene-d 6 and chloroform-d 1 .
Just by changing temperature in steps of 5 K from 300 K to 255 K, different coupling regimes can be created for this two spin system. Although the sample chosen is the same as that used by J. Ilgen et al. 46 for investigating the effect of strong coupling on the PEPSIE sequence, however, in the present work we performed the PE-BASHD experiment on the two coupled signals for different regimes of coupling (from weak to strong coupling) induced by temperature variation. Fig. 6a and b display the series of experimental and simulated PE-BASHD spectra for temperatures in the range from 300 K to 255 K in steps of 5 K recorded at 400 MHz NMR Spectrometer.
The simulated spectra were obtained by using the NMRSIM program in Bruker Topspin 3.2. The degree of strong coupling are indicated by the ratio of shi difference and coupling constants as well as the strong coupling parameter 2q 47 alongside the various temperatures mentioned. A 9.5 ms long RSnob pulse with 247 Hz bandwidth was used for refocusing the two proton signals in 2,3-dibromothiophene in the PE-BASHD sequence. Upto a value of Dn/J ¼ 2.9 (2q ¼ 19 ), the PEBASHD sequence display good spectra and absence of strong coupling artifact implying homonuclear decoupling in PE-BASHD scheme works well even in the presence of moderate strong coupling. For Dn/J values smaller than 2.9 obtained by further lowering of temperature, an artifact signal between the singlets becomes prominent increasing sharply in intensity relative to the outer lines. In fact for Dn/J ¼ 0.7 (2q ¼ 35.
2 ) the central line is much higher in intensity than the outer lines. This is actually a consequence of the spin system nally converging towards an A 2 system which shows singlet peak. Further, simulation also predicts that (Fig. 5h) for Dn/J ¼ 0.1, the I Y coherence or echo is no longer modulated implying that strong coupling scalar coupling Hamiltonian commutes with the coherence for the chemical equivalence case.
Conclusions
We Although real-time BASHD will have much higher sensitivity, it will lead to unrealistic line broadening and artifact for closely resonating signals when performed individually as is demonstrated for the strychnine. Excess line broadening removes the benet of homo-decoupling. When we compare the pseudo 2D mode spectra of BASHD and PE-BASHD, due to longer transverse relaxation in PE-BASHD sequence, it displays slightly lower sensitivity than BASHD. Considering higher sensitivity of BASHD spectra relative to regular proton spectra, the current sensitivity of PE-BASHD spectra is much superior to conventional broadband PS spectra such as ZS, PSYCHE, and BIRD and hence will be very useful for low concentration sample. Simulation results performed on a two spin system indicated that inphase magnetization remains unmodulated upto a Dn/J value of 4. For smaller values in the range of 3 to 1, the modulation sharply rises but in the limit of Dn ( J the modulation of the inphase magnetization disappears converging towards the chemically equivalent system. We have also demonstrated experimentally on 2,3-dibromothiophene that upto a Dn/J value of 2.9 (2q ¼ 19 ), the PE-BASHD spectrum remains free from artifact except a very weakly distorted baseline. Mixing of the relaxation rates between the coupled signals and hence their contribution to line width are also addressed through a product operator formalism in the ESI. †
Experimental
Experiments on strychnine
All experiments on strychnine (10 mg in 550 mL CDCl 3 ) were recorded in a 400 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with a BBFO probe with z-axis gradient only at 298 K of temperature. For all experiments in Fig. 2a-d , for signals H 23a/b separately RSnob refocusing pulse of 84 ms was optimized. For same signals in Fig. 2e and f respectively, RSnob refocusing pulse of 37.7 ms was optimized. All spectra were scaled w.r.t. Fig. 2c and d which are scaled to 1. Real-time BASHD spectra in Fig. 2a and b were acquired with acquisition times of 400 ms for 4 transients. Data points were set to 2478. Spectral width was set to (3099 Hz) 7.7 ppm. Recycle delay was 1.5 seconds for all the spectra in Fig. 2 . For BASHD spectra in pseudo 2D mode in Fig. 2c and d, SW and SW 1 were set to 3099 Hz, and 40 Hz (data chunk 25 ms) in F 2 and F 1 respectively. Carrier frequency was set at 4.15 ppm (H 23a ) for Fig. 2c , and 4.06 ppm (H 23a ) for Fig. 2d . TD and TD1 were set to 2548, and 40 respectively. Spectrum were acquired with t 2 and t 1 acquisition times of 411 ms and 500 ms respectively with 4 transients per t 1 increment for a total of 40 increments. FID resolution was 2.43 Hz in F 2 and 2.00 Hz in F 1 dimensions, respectively. All spectra were processed with zero lled to 4 K and 128 data points prior to Fourier transformations in F 2 and F 1 dimension respectively.
For PE-BASHD and BASHD spectra in Fig. 2e and f, all the acquisition parameters were kept same as in Fig. 2c and d . The transmitter frequency was set at the center of the two separate multiplets (H 23a/b ), i.e. at 4.11 ppm. In Fig. 2e strong coupling artifact is generated at the centre of the two peaks which is marked with asterisk. In Fig. 2f , doublets signals for each geminal protons (H 23a , and H 23b ) are present because of mutual couplings between the geminal protons (H 23a/b ) which is marked with dotted rectangle.
In Fig. 2g , section from regular 1D proton NMR spectrum is displayed which is acquired for 4 scans in 10 seconds.
Experiments on cyclosporine A
All experiments for Fig. 3 and 4 were recorded on 800 MHz NMR spectrometer equipped with CPTCI cryoprobe and only z-axis gradient at 298 K temperature. For Fig. 3 and 4 , 50 mM cyclosporine A in benzene-d 6 is used. For H a region signals, ReBurp pulse of 5.5 ms with 1.2 kHz bandwidth was used. All the spectra in Fig. 3D and 3E were acquired with t 2 and t 1 acquisition times of 350 ms and 500 ms in F 2 and F 1 respectively with 4 transients per t 1 increment for a total of 80 increments, TD and TD1 were set to 5608, and 80 respectively. Recycle delay was 1.5 seconds. SW and SW 1 were set to 8 kHz, and 80 Hz (data chunk 12.5 ms) in F 2 and F 1 respectively. Carrier frequency was set at 5.36 ppm. FID resolution was 1.42 Hz in F 2 and 1.00 Hz in F 1 dimensions, respectively. Data chunk duration was 12.5 ms (as SW 1 is 80 Hz). Both spectra were processed with zero lled to 8 K and 256 data points in F 2 and F 1 dimension respectively with unshied sine bell (SSB ¼ 0) window function and line broadening of 0.3 Hz. Total experimental time to record the pseudo 2D data set for Fig. 3D was 15 minutes and 38 seconds, and for Fig. 3E was 12 minute 53 seconds. For both H a and amide region signals in Fig. 4A and B,
ReBurp pulse of 1.55 ms with 4.0 kHz bandwidth was used. All the acquisition and processing parameters for the H a and H N region protons were kept same as in Fig. 3C and 3D. Carrier frequency was set at 6.51 ppm. Total experimental time to record the spectra in Fig. 4B was 13 minutes, and in Fig. 4C was 15 minutes and 44 seconds.
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